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Not like any other love
Watching the wind-winced doctors hunching under 
the hospital’s portico, smoking, kissing 

to the meat, lost in the respire, that glitter
in the martini-toned birches, Egyptian snow

shearing verbs from the world, freezing time, now
our buses pull up to the door and we fall out

watching our steps on the steps, we reach for
the walking rope and pull ourselves inside

where they remove the masking tape from our ears
and insert whispers, the radiators’ rumba

draws the shakes from our bones, they scribble
red maps on our palms in indelible ink, now 

we watch the phlebotomist annunciate 
a symphony with a wasabi-stained chopstick 

as our bloods dance in the centrifuge, we hold  
the walking rope and pull ourselves inside

our rooms, futons, Rothko prints, satellites, 
radio, the Darvon station, walnut bellies pe
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in blue bowls, the three prime numbers on our doors embroidered 
into our silver cardigans,

at night we practice candles and tongue shadows  
until they rub sleep into our eyes and we rise

at breakfast to eat grapefruit and watch the films
where they remove the masking tape from our ears

as our bloods dance in the centrifuge, we hold  
red maps on our palms in indelible ink, now 

our rooms, futons, Rothko prints, satellites 
shearing verbs from the world, freezing time, now

golf carts take us out to the track, they dress us 
in shoulder pads, goggles, and bicycle helmets,

half run east, half run west until we collide 
making their blackboards cloud as we’re cast about, 

a symphony with a wasabi-stained chopstick 
draws the shakes from our bones, they scribble

until they rub sleep into our eyes and we rise
to gloved hands placing us in, screwing us shut, 

stacking our cedar crates onto a dolly, 
watching the wind-winced doctors, hunching under. m
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